MICROSOFT DPR
COMPLIANCE
Simplify the Process to Microsoft DPR
Compliance and GDPR Coverage

About Microsoft DPR
Microsoft’s Supplier Security and Privacy Assurance
(SSPA) Program requires all Microsoft suppliers to
comply with privacy and security regulations when
processing, storing, and transmitting data. Microsoft
Data Protection Regulations (DPR) are a set of
regulations that apply to Microsoft suppliers that
process Personal Data or Microsoft Confidential Data.
Microsoft DPR compliance is an annual requirement
for all Microsoft suppliers. If you are required to be
compliant with DPR, Microsoft will enroll you in the
SSPA and provide you with a deadline for expected
compliance.
Even if your organization is not currently a Microsoft
supplier, earning a Microsoft DPR attestation is a great
first step if you plan to become a supplier in the future
or if you wish to achieve control coverage under the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). With
BARR’s extensive experience in audit services,
we’ll help your company achieve Microsoft DPR
compliance quickly and seamlessly.

MEASURING
COMPLIANCE
Microsoft suppliers are required
to submit evidence of
compliance with the following
regulations:
Management
Notice
Choice and Consent
Collection
Retention
Data Subjects
Disclosure to Third Parties
Quality
Security
Monitoring and
Enforcement

DATA TYPES

What to Expect

The type(s) of data your
organization processes will
determine the scope of your
assessment.

Let BARR help you achieve Microsoft DPR
compliance with the following:
Readiness Assessment
This is the assessment of your current controls
against Microsoft DPR. If you already have a SOC 2

Microsoft Personal Data means
any Personal Data processed by
or on behalf of Microsoft and
includes any information
referring to a data subject, such
as:
Sensitive data
Customer content data
Captured and generated data
Account data

report or an ISO 27001 report, you can significantly
reduce the number of requirements your
organization needs to meet for DPR compliance to
achieve compliance faster. This process allows us to
identify any potential problems or gaps and provide
solution recommendations prior to the audit.
Independent Assessment over Microsoft DPR
Following your readiness assessment, we write and
deliver an independent assessment over Microsoft’s
DPR for you to submit to Microsoft.

Microsoft Confidential Data
includes any data which, if
compromised, could result in
financial or reputational loss for
Microsoft, such as:
Information on the
development, testing, or
manufacturing of Microsoft
products
Microsoft pre-release
marketing information
Microsoft product license keys

Achieve GDPR Coverage
Compliance with Microsoft DPR is more than just
completing an annual checklist. Privacy is a major
component of Microsoft DPR, making it an excellent
framework your organization can use to attain
control coverage under the GDPR.
When you achieve DPR compliance, you can provide
your clients with the privacy protection and
assurance that you have coverage under the GDPR.

Why Choose BARR for Microsoft DPR Compliance:
> Collaborative, handson approach tailored
to your company’s
unique needs.
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Expertise that can
simplify the complex
nature of Microsoft
DPR.
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> Trusted advisor to

some of the fastest
growing cloud service
providers (IaaS, PaaS,
SaaS).

barradvisory.com
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Nearly 100% client
retention rate

info@barradvisory.com

